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The topic, “Care for the Soul” of course begs the question, “what is the soul?” And philosphers and theolgians
have debated and discussed this for such a long time, and with so many words. I’ve read a lot of those words,
and I can tell you what a soul is.
Ready?
I don’t know.
I don’t know what a soul is. I can tell you what it’s like, though: It is like a pond of water. Or a waterfall. It’s
like the wind through the trees, and it’s like the trees. It’s laughter, also, it is tears. It is loud and quiet. It is a
feeling and a way of acting.
Helpful? Maybe not! But what I know more about is how to care for the soul. This is the more relevant
question anyway.
Here are some things that care for the soul:
Give it purpose. Souls want to “be of use” and do something that matters. What’s your soul’s purpose? (Hint,
it is probably not labor or consumption. Souls reach for something more.). What makes you feel important,
useful, and connected? Do that.
Give it variety. Souls like to try to things. Take it on trips. Read it stories. Listen to its favorite music. Let it
meet new people. Souls like both familiar places and adventures. They need a good balance.
Notice your soul. This can be done through any one of many spiritual practices. Meditation, journaling,
prayer, yoga, communal worship, and so forth – all these things can feed your soul. Your soul speaks quietly
but persistently. If you slow down enough to figure out what it is saying, it will tell you what it needs.
For myself, I’ve found that one thing my soul needs is pilgrimages – it needs to walk through a country and go
to a place. Something about this gets my soul back in its right rhythm. My trips to Israel, Transylvania, and
New England all helped me reground myself. Another thing my soul needs is friends. I have certain “soul
friends” whose company and conversation always reconnects me. Even if we haven’t talked for a year, that
time together is good for my soul.
What does your soul need? To find out, listen to it. Write down what you hear. Draw a picture. Sing a song.
Give it attention, and you will hear what it wants. What it wants may be an easy thing (go lie outside in the
grass) and it might be hard (find a new job, change how you love, speak the truth in a hard thing). But your
soul will tell you, if you listen and feel. And it will reward you when you do it.
How do I know? I don’t. But it’s like water, and wind, and music, and love. It just is.
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Care of the Soul & Deepening Connections

-Coffee Hour on Sunday. 337-267-3668. 11:10 a.m. Grab
a cup and jump on to say hello! Chris hosts.

- Touchstones: contact your touchstones group
facilitator for the time
and meeting ID, if you don’t already have it.

Want to have a group – a book group, a parent group, a
“circle supper”, or whatever you like?
– just email Autumn at office@uurockford.org and she
can give you the Zoom login and password

The care of the soul is important work. It is at
the heart of self-care. Without it, we are
diminished in many ways. M. Scott Peck wrote,
“Life is difficult,” and love is “The will to extend
one’s self for the purpose of nurturing one’s
own or another’s spiritual growth.” The care of
the soul is also self-love, not as narcissism but as
a means to greater empathy. In this regard then,
care of the soul is a means of both deepening
connections and caring for community. Thomas
Moore writes, “Just as the mind digests ideas
and produces intelligence, the soul feeds on life
and digests it, creating wisdom and character
out of experience." This wisdom and character is
crucial for deepening connections.

